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SUMMARY 
Wind -tunnel-wall interference assessment and correction (WIAC) concepts, 
applications, and typical results are discussed in terms of several nonlinear 
transonic codes and one panel method code developed for and being implemented at 
NASA Langley Research Center. Contrasts between 2-D and 3-D transonic testing 
factors which affect WIAC procedures are illustrated using airfoil data from the 
0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT) and Pathfinder I data from the National 
Transonic Facility (NTF). Initial results from the 3-D WIAC codes are 
encouraging; research on and implementation of WIAC concepts will continue. 
INTRODUCTION 
The technology of wind-tunnel-wall interference was first formulated about 
I 1919 by Prandtl (refs. 1-3), and its continued development, refinement, and 
I extension parallels that of the wind tunnel. The classical theory, taken to mean 
that based upon boundary value problems for the linearized potential flow 
equation subject to linearized tunnel-wall boundary conditions, predicted wall 
interference satisfactorily in the open-jet and solid-wall wind tunnels used for 
I subsonic testing. Furthermore, this theory pointed to the partially open test 
I introduction of a slotted wall about 1948 (refs. 4 - 6 ) .  The ventilated wall 
allowed for tunnel testing through the transonic range without choking; however, 
for the sensitive high-speed flow and ventilated walls at the test section 
classical wall-interference theory and applications can be traced through a few 
sample works, listed herein as references 7 to 13. 
I 
I section as a possibility for minimizing wall interference, prompting the 
I boundary, flow linearity and homogeneity became suspect. The evolution of this 
The introduction of practical high-speed digital computers during the 1960's 
opened the door to computational aerodynamics. It permitted rapid systematic 
recalculations of the linear theory wall-interference parameters, particularly 
those for several formulations of the ventilated-wall boundary conditions (refs. 
14, 15). However, interest in obtaining accurate results for the high subsonic 
speed regime led to the numerical solution of nonlinear partial differential 
equations. Demonstration of a method for making 'practical transonic aerodynamic 
calculations occurred about 1970 (ref. 16) and spawned applications within 
several years to rather complex geometric configurations and also for more 
realistic field equation sets. Numerical experiments related to tunnel-wall 
effects could be performed without the linearization restriction on either the 
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field equation or the wall boundary condition; it became evident that somewhere 
in the transonic flow regime linear superposition did not remain valid 
(ref. 17). During this same time frame, it was realized that ventilated tunnel- 
wall flow characteristics (from which the wall boundary conditions are obtained) 
were very nonlinear at transonic flow conditions and dependent upon the model 
pressure field (ref. 18). Many attempts to obtain satisfactory ventilated-wall 
boundary conditions have been and still continue to be made (ref. 19, 20); the 
early history of tunnel-wall boundary conditions can also be traced through the 
several works listed as references 7 to 13. 
The concept of actively adapting the test section wall shape or flow 
condition in order to eliminate or minimize the interference as the test proceeds 
was put forward around 1973 (refs. 21, 22). The various procedures for 
implementing these concepts required hardware complexity in two forms: 
additional instrumentation for making flow property measurements near (or on) the 
walls; and, automatically variable geometry for iteratively adapting the test 
section at each data point. The feasibility of having instrumentation for 
routinely measuring flow data at or near the walls, as in the adaptive tunnel, 
also led to reformulations of the classical wall-interference ideas where various 
measured data were used in lieu of tunnel-wall and/or model boundary 
conditions. Two such posttest wall-interference-assessment formulations for 2-D 
subsonic and transonic flow were given in references 23 and 24, respectively; in 
these two, only measured pressures are used in the boundary conditions. Most 
posttest wall-interference-assessment/correction (WIAC) procedures were 
formulated by the early 1980's and are based upon linear field equations. 
However, since this is a transonic symposium, the present discussion of WIAC 
emphasizes the nonlinear transonic procedures. Progress in developing and 
applying WIAC methods from the mid-1970's to the present can be traced through 
the topical conference proceedings and summary papers listed as references 25 to 
35. 
In this paper, WIAC concepts, applications, and typical results are 
discussed in terms of several nonlinear transonic codes (refs. 23, 24, 36-48) and 
one panel method code (refs. 49-51) developed for and being implemented at NASA 
Langley Research Center. Contrasts between 2-D and 3-D transonic testing factors 
which affect WIAC procedures are illustrated using airfoil data from the 0.3-m 
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT) and Pathfinder I data from the National 
Transonic Facility (NTF). In addition, both 2-D and 3-D Euler equation method 
WIAC codes have been developed (refs. 52, 53) but not yet implemented into a 
procedure nor used on real wind-tunnel data; the 3-D code is briefly discussed. 
The nonlinear procedures discussed herein are truly representative of what is 
currently available; only five other nonlinear code procedures have been 
published and apparently none of them has been used very much. Of these latter 
procedures, three are for 2-D flow (refs. 54-56), another is for axisymmetric 
flow (ref. 57), and the last is a two-variable procedure for 3-D flow (ref. 
19). Note that reference 56, which discusses the latter of these 2-D nonlinear 
procedures, is the following paper in these proceedings. The 2-0 WIAC procedures 
are pretty mature; a few sample results are shown and general observations about 
applications are made. Results from application of 3-D nonlinear transonic WIAC 
procedures to real wind-tunnel data have not yet been published; however, limited 
initial results for the Pathfinder I model tested in the NTF are given herein. 
Other research groups in government and industry have contributed to developing 
and testing the nonlinear WIAC procedures which are discussed. 
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SYMBOLS 
arabic 
b 
C 
- 
C 
'd 
CL 
Cm 
'n 
cP 
h 
M 
Re 
Re C 
UP V 
x, Y, = 
subscripts 
c, corr 
ref 
t 
W 
T 
WI 
WIAC 
0 
wing or airfoil semispan 
airfoil chord 
wing mean chord 
2-D or section drag coefficient 
2-D or section lift coefficient 
3-D configuration lift coefficient 
2-D o r  section moment coefficient 
2-D or section normal force coefficient 
pressure coefficient 
tunnel half-height 
Mach number 
Reynolds number 
Reynolds number based on chord 
velocity components parallel to x,y,z 
vertical velocity at upstream end of test section 
Cartesian coordinates, x streamwise 
corrected condition or at corrected conditions 
reference condition or at reference condition 
tail 
wing 
tunnel condition 
classical wall interference correction 
wall interference assessment/correction 
calibration condition 
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greek 
a 
AC 
AM 
P 
Aa 
AC 
Pwa 11 
AC 
0 
'gauge 
T 
t 
t abbreviations 
AR 
AW, AWTS 
BC 
CFD 
I 
, 
DFVLR 
EUCOR3D 
NACA 
NASA 
NTF 
PANCOR 
SW, SWTS 
SWBL 
TUNCOR 
TC T 
I TS 
angle of at tack 
pressure coefficient difference 
Mach number correction, = Mcorr - %e€ 
- a  ref angle-of-attack correction, = a 
scatter in wall pressure coefficient measurements 
error due to pressure gauge accuracy 
flow angularity, = v/u 
airfoil thickness to chord ratio 
cor r 
Model Aspect Ratio 
Adaptive-Wall Test Section 
Boundary Condition 
Computational Fluid Dynamics 
Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt fiir Luft- 
und Raumf ahr t 
3-D Euler Equation WIAC code 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
National Transonic Facility 
3-D Panel Method WIAC code 
Slotted-Wall Test Section 
Sidewall Boundary Layer 
3-D TSDE Method WIAC code 
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel 
Test Sect ion 
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TSDE 
VLOR 
WBT 
WIAC 
1 -D 
2-D 
3-D 
Transonic Small Disturbance Equation 
Vertical Line Over-Relaxation 
Wing-Body-Tail Configuration 
Wall Interference Assessment/Correction 
One-d ime ns i onal 
Two-dimensional 
Three-dimensional 
WIAC CONCEPT, METHODS AND VALIDATION 
WIAC concepts and applications draw upon ideas and capabilities from 
classical wall-interference theory, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
capabilities, and adaptive-wall technology. Briefly stated, the WIAC concept is 
to determine the wall interference which exists in conventional or partially 
adapted wind-tunnel data by making use of measurements made during the test, 
generally at or near the test-section walls. WIAC is, therefore, a posttest 
technique. The various applications or realizations of it depend upon the amount 
and type of data taken, the fluid flow equation approximations used in the 
analysis, the tunnel geometry and capabilities, as well as the timeliness, 
costliness, and accuracy desired in the result. It is not expected that all test 
data can be corrected; an assessment procedure should give some indication of the 
measure of goodness for the corrections which are obtained. When one considers 
the trade-offs between computational complexity versus wind-tunnel complexity, 
the two extremes being complete 3-D Navier-Stokes CFD solutions and 3-D adaptive- 
wall wind-tunnel data, respectively, then WIAC techniques lie between those 
extremes, hopefully making good use of the best practical aspects of both 
computational and wind-tunnel simulations. 
Traditionally, transonic testing of both 2-D airfoil and 3-D configuration 
models has been carried out in wind tunnels with ventilated-wall test sections. 
As already noted, the flow interactions at these finite length walls are 
generally neither homogeneous nor linear and can be greatly influenced by the 
model flow field. Thus it is not surprising that the classical linear theories 
were found to be inadequate. For wind-tunnel data taken in most 3-D transonic 
facilities with ventilated-wall test sections, no wall-interference corrections 
were made. The renewed interest and effort in transonic wall-interference 
corrections here at NASA Langley commenced about 1974 in order to support the 
NTF. In this facility where both Mach and Reynolds numbers of free flight could 
be simulated (ref. 58, the first paper in this proceedings), wall interference 
would be a prime candidate for uncertainty in the test data. A conventional 
slotted-wall test section (with some capability to vary test-section divergence 
angle, reentry flap angle and step height, and diffuser entrance angle) was 
chosen since the 3-D adaptive wall concept had not yet been demonstrated to be 
feasible. Reference 5 9 ,  a prior paper in this proceedings, discusses the history 
and current status of adaptive wall wind-tunnel technology. The total wall- 
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interference assessment/reduction effort at Langley which resulted from this 
renewed interest sparked by NTF was summarized in reference 3 3 .  
The elements involved in establishing the corrected test conditions in 
conventional transonic wind tunnels are depicted in Table I. Calibration runs 
and flow-angle surveys will have been made to determine the tunnel-empty Mach 
number and angle-of-attack offsets at the model location (AM , Aao) which are to 
be applied in the data reduction process to reyerenee conditions 
(M a ) for each test-data point in order to obtain the tunnel test 
conZfEfongef (MT, a ). Wall interference corrections in the conventional sense 
(AydI, AaWI) are &en determined by some procedure or  analysis and applied to 
obtain the corrected flow conditions (M , a ). As previously noted, this latter 
developed and pursued in order to be able either to perform this latter step in a 
consistent and meaningful way or to indicate that it might not be possible. 
However, it should be pointed out that WIAC is not limited to application at only 
the latter step, as will be shown subsequently. The last entry i n  Table I is 
intended to indicate that the WTAC quantities (A%I c, AaYItc) may be obtained 
with or without regard to a tunnel calibration an% appl e to whatever flow 
conditions (M7, a?) were quoted as belonging to (i.e., used to reduce) the test 
data. I n  fact', application of WIAC procedures to calibration run data provides 
information about the tunnel-empty flow and effects due to variable tunnel- 
geometry parameters (ref. 51). For adapted-wall or partially adapted-wall 
tunnels, it is not clear what meaning should be attached to the tunnel-empty 
calibration. The WIAC procedure can be constructed to model (account for) tunnel 
geometry other than just the constraining walls (i.e., sting, sting support, 
etc.); the corrections obtained are then more properly called tunnel-interference 
rather than simply wall-interference corrections. 
I step is frequently not taken with venti5ateCd transonic tunnel data. WIAC was 
/ 
Transonic Concept 
As previously noted, the possibility of routinely measuring flow data at or 
near the test-section walls (as required in the adaptive-wall tunnel) led to 
reformulations of the classical wall-interference ideas for 2-D airfoil tunnel 
data at subsonic (ref. 23)  and transonic (ref. 2 4 )  flow conditions. A schematic 
of the WIAC concept where pressure measurements are made on both the top and 
bottom test-section walls as well as on both model surfaces is shown in Figure 
1. As shown on the left side, the tunnel is instrumented to make the additional 
wall measurements. As shown on the right side, one now solves at least two fluid 
flow problems. The first is an equivalent inviscid tunnel flow simulation where 
pressure measurements on the walls and the model are specified boundary values 
with the measured lift and drag forces constrained (i.e., also used or 
matched). Since this is an inverse (or design-like) problem, the equivalent 
inviscid model shape is obtained as its solution. This shape is then used as the 
internal boundary condition in the second problem, with external boundary 
conditions appropriate to unbounded flow (free air). In this solution, the far- 
field Mach number, M, and angle of attack, a, required to minimize the error in 
local velocity (squared) or Mach number over the airfoil surface between these 
two calculated solutions are determined. The adjustments to far-field Mach number 
and angle of attack so determined define the corrections to tunnel conditions and 
the value of the error which was minimized is  a measure of the residual 
interference. 
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In Figure 2, the upper half-plane of a Cartesian grid used in the transonic 
2-D WIAC (ref. 2 4 )  is shown. The wind-tunnel grid (outlined by the inner bold 
lines) I s  used in the first problem discussed above; it is a proper subset of the 
free-air grid used in the second problem. The top and bottom wall boundary 
conditions are derived from the measured tunnel-wall pressure coefficients, C , 
and enforced along grid lines at the (mean) tunnel-wall location. Lift a d ,  
indirectly, drag enter the downstream outflow boundary condition, whereas it was 
assumed that the upstream upwash velocity components v near the walls would be 
measured and used in the inflow boundary condition. However, it was found (ref. 
38)  that these upwash components could be obtained iteratively by successive 
passes through the WIAC code if they were not measured. The airfoil boundary 
conditions, cP for the in-tunnel calculation and equivalent inviscid airfoil 
shape for the free-air calculation, are applied along the slit as noted on 
Figure 2. For the free-air calculation, the grid extends outward in all 
directions from the tunnel grid, and approximate free-air far-field boundary 
conditions are imposed. 
UP 
Classification of Methods 
Kraft (ref. 60) has categorized WIAC procedures in terms of the number of 
measured data arrays used in the boundary conditions. The zero (0) measured-data 
array procedures are, therefore, pretest procedures and include the classical 
wall-interference correction methods as well as a number of more recent CFD code 
analyses which implement the tunnel-wall boundary condition in some functional 
(or empirical) form. The one ( 1 )  measured-data array procedures utilize one 
flow-variable array (C or 8 or u or v) measured along an interface near (or on) 
the wall as outer bougdary data. The two (2) measured-data array procedures 
utilize either two flow-variable arrays (C and 8 or u and v) measured along an 
interface near (or on) the wall or one flgw-variable array measured along two 
interfaces or boundaries. For 2-D WIAC procedures, these arrays of measured data 
are 1-D whereas for 3-D WIAC procedures the arrays are 2-D on each interface. 
The concept outlined on Figures 1 and 2 applies to the 2-D transonic small 
disturbance equation (TSDE) WIAC procedures developed (refs. 23, 24, 36-44) and 
used to obtain the sample results to be presented herein; it is seen to be one 
type of the two-measured flow-variable array procedures. Another of this type, 
but using 8 rather than C was described by Schairer (ref. 61). Other 2-D WIAC 
procedures utilizing the two measured-variable arrays on one surface for boundary 
specification have been described by Ashill and Weeks (ref. 62), by Kraft and 
Dahm (ref. 63), and, at this symposium, by Lo and Sickles (ref. 56). These 
methods need no a priori definition of either the test model or the tunnel-wall 
characteristics. The 2-D WIAC procedures utilizing one measured-variable array 
at the walls (e.g., static pressure) plus a model representation based on known 
model geometry and aerodynamic loads have been given by Capelier, Chevallier, and 
Bouniol (ref. 64), Sawada (ref. 65), Mokry and Ohman (ref. 66), and Smith (ref. 
6 7 ) .  Methods using either of the above boundary types require the assumption of 
Linear superposition of model and tunnel influences to quantify the tunnel 
interference and, therefore, are strictly applicable only to purely subsonic 
flows. They are probably suitable, however, for low transonic cases where the 
outer boundary flow is fully subsonic. A review of most of these 2-D procedures 
is given in reference 31. 
P’ 
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Both of the 3-D WIAC procedures developed (refs. 45-51) and used to obtain 
the sample results to be presented herein are one measured flow-variable array 
procedures. Measured tunnel-wall C data are used in the outer-wall boundary 
condition but the model is defined by its real geometry. For the 3-D TSDE WIAC 
procedure, TUNCOR, the inner model boundary condition for both the in-tunnel and 
free-air calculations is the model shape. With this one important exception, the 
TUNCOR concept and method are 3-D analogs of that outlined in Figures 1 and 2. 
For the 3-D panel method WIAC procedure, PANCOR, the measured wall C data are 
used in conjunction with geometric data (related to the slotted wall, pfenum, and 
reentry flaps) to define the complete outer-wall boundary condition, as will be 
discussed later. The Euler equation based WIAC code (ref. 53) mentioned later is 
also a one measured-variable array method utilizing Cp in the outer boundary 
~ condition. Other 3-D one measured-variable array linear procedures have been 
developed by Rizk and Smithmeyer (ref. 6 8 ) ,  Mokry (ref. 69), Schulz (ref. 70), 
Labrujere (ref. 71),  Moses (ref. 72), and Crites (ref. 73), for example. Two 3-D 
two measured-variable array procedures have been discussed by Schairer (ref. 74) 
and Kraft, et al. (ref. 19). The classification by Kraft (ref. 6 0 )  does not 
distinguish those procedures which have been formulated to include the nonlinear 
flow equations; in fact, many of the WIAC procedures rely on linear superposition 
and are, therefore, not strictly appropriate for flows with extensive regions of 
supercritical flow. The nonlinear procedures to be discussed and others which 
are available have been identified in the Introduction section of this paper. 
P 
Validation Procedure 
Validation or verification of the WIAC procedure results ( o r ,  for that 
matter, those obtained by any means) must depend upon the mutual agreement or  
consistency of results from all viable means of obtaining the answer. Since the 
WIAC is both an assessment and correction procedure, it is natural to assume that 
all test data contain some wall interference. Operating from this premise then, 
one would expect to obtain consistent corrected results for data from separate 
tests of a common model shape if the WIAC procedure were valid in accounting for 
all pertinent aspects of the interference. That is, test data on the same model 
in different tunnelsltest sections, or  test data from different size models in 
the same facility should collapse to a common curve, result, etc. G second 
variation of this theme is to make independent free-air flow-field calculations 
with the best available CFD codes at both uncorrected (M a ) and corrected 
a ) flow conditions. Comparison of calculated ;fe)tah results (such 
a?c&%ll %face Cp, lift-curve slope, drag-rise Mach number, etc.) with the 
experimental data and the experimental data renormalized to the corrected 
conditions, respectively, allows one to ascertain whether or not  the corrections 
are valid or ,  perhaps, the range of validity. 
WIAC APPLICATIONS TO AIRFOIL (2-D) DATA 
Initial applications of WIAC were to airfoil tunnel data where, to good 
approximation, the flow is 2-D. Most of the procedures, both linear and 
nonlinear, have been discussed in reference 31. The techniques are relatively 
mature, but questions still remain concerning the tunnel sidewall boundary-layer 
(SWBL) interaction, particularly at transonic flow conditions. In this section, 
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test techniques which affect WIAC for 2-D transonic airfoil tunnel data are 
discussed so that a comparison can be made with the 3-D case. Then, recent 
results from application of nonlinear WIAC to sample data from the 0.3m TCT are 
given to illustrate several points. 
2-D Test Techniques Affecting WIAC 
Table IT gives the transonic testing factors affecting 2-D WIAC. For 
routine testing, the airfoil chord, c, is typically the order of 1 / 2  to 1/4 of 
the tunnel half-height, h, resulting in solid blockage ratios, r/(2h/c), of 
several percent. The measured model data generally includes 1-D pressure data, 
Cp, with good resolution which can be integrated to produce good values for the 
normal force coefficient, Cn, and moment coefficient, Cm. The drag coefficient, 
cd, is normally deduced from measurements of the wake momentum deficit, taken on 
a wake rake. It is deemed to be more accurate than the value obtained using the 
axial force from integrated model pressures along with a and Cn. Measured 
field data on an interface near (or on) the upper and lower walls are needed for 
WIAC. These 1-D arrays are taken very near the center of the walls; C data can P be obtained with good resolution and signal (to noise) strength. Figure 3 shows 
distributions of Cp (negative up) on the airfoil and tunnel walls. These data 
were from the 0 . 3 3  TCT slotted-wall test section with a nominally sized (h/c = 
2.0) supercritical model at transonic flow conditions. The vertical scale is 
gtven as the pressure coefficient difference, AC , over the vertical length of 
the chord, c. Tt can be seen that both on the mod81 and wall the pressure signal 
(to noise) strength is good. 
T 
Measurements of 1-D data arrays of the flow angularity, 0 ,  or upwash 
velocity, v, are more difficult near the walls of the ventilated-wall test 
sections used for transonic testing. In the case of the solid-wall adaptive 
tunnels, this information (within the local viscous effect) is given by the wall 
location. With all WIAC procedures using one-variable arrays of C o r  u, one 
flow angularity or upwash velocity measurement is required; it is ne2ded by WIAC 
as an integration constant. In the present 2-D nonlinear WIAC procedures, this 
requirement has been circumvented in second and succeeding WIAC passes by using 
the front portion of the airfoil as a flow angle probe; procedures using two 
measured-variable arrays on a single interface should not require the additional 
8 measurement. 
In airfoil testing, models are mounted between the two sidewalls on 
turntables in order to provide angle-of-attack changes. The boundary layers on 
these two sidewalls (SWBL) are subjected to the model pressure field which 
includes severe adverse pressure gradients (for the flow approaching the model 
leading and trailing edges and at shock waves) and rapid favorable gradients 
(behind the model leading and trailing edges). These SWBL interactions become so 
severe at transonic high-lift conditions that the flow is no longer 2-D. In 
fact, there are always some manifestations of 3-D flow near the sidewalls. This 
present 2-D nonlinear WIAC procedure incorporates several simple means for 
approximating the subsonic attached-flow SWBL interaction due to Barnwell and 
Sewall (ref. 75) and Murthy (ref. 76). Transonic 2-D WIAC procedures must 
include some accounting for the SWBL interaction; i.e., a 4-wall correction. 
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The test section design of ventilated-wall airfoil tunnels is generally near 
the classical-theory minimum blockage condition; this is required in order to be 
able to test without choking or extremely large blockage (Mach number) 
corrections. The test sectirrns are ventilated, either by means of holes 
(perforated) o r  longitudinal slots. The minimum blockage condition, however, 
does mean that large angle-of-attack corrections are to be expected according to 
classical wall-interference theory. Adaptive-wall test sections have been used 
now for about a decade (ref. 5 9 )  in pilot-size (less than 1-ft diameter) and 
small (-2-ft diameter) airfoil tunnels. In these facilities, the wall 
adaptation attempts to minimize all aspects of the wall interference. The 
present adaptive-wall nonlinear 2-D WIAC procedure is deemed to assess and 
correct for the residual interferences. 
Sample Results for 0.3- TCT Data 
t 
A number of results obtained from various versions of the nonlinear 2-D 
airfoil WIAC codes have been presented over the last few years in references 23, 
24, and 36-44. These results have been for data obtained in the NASA Langley 
0.3- TCT (ref. 77) for several different airfoil shapes tested during the 
Advanced Technology Airfoil Test Program (ref. 78) and later cooperative 
agreements with industry and foreign government laboratories. WIAC results have 
been obtained for both slotted- and adaptive-wall test sections. The technology 
is mature, and several findings have evolved from the work. These are briefly 
summarised as follows : 
For all of the airfoil data assessed to date, some wall interference 
appears to be present according to the WIAC procedure. 
The SWBL interaction effects appear to be part of (sometimes 
dominating) this wall interference and must be accounted for in WIAC. 
For test conditions near and above the transonic drag rise for aft- 
loaded supercritical airfoils at moderate to high lift, the simple 
approximate SWBL interaction models are inadequate (which is not 
surprising since these models are based upon subsonic attached-flow 
theories). 
Multiple passes (2 o r  3) through the WIAC procedure are required to 
properly assess the unmeasured upstream flow angularity which directly 
influences the angle-of-attack correction. 
WIAC results for both AM and ha are smaller for the adapted-wall test 
section than those for the slotted-wall test section. 
Independent transonic free-air CFD code solutions from both 
conservative full-potential with interacted boundary-layer (ref. 79) 
and Navier-Stokes (ref. 80) tend to confirm the WIAC results, except as 
noted in (c) above. 
Corrected data for common airfoils tested at different size and in 
different test sections tend to collapse to a common curve; i.e., the 
corrected data correlates. 
Not all test data are correctable by WIAC; for some cases the code 
solutions may not be obtained and for others, there may not bc a good 
correspondence with any free-air result. Quantitative interpretation 
of the WIAC measure of error still appears to be elusive. 
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Some of the findings summarized above concerning application of the 2-D 
nonlinear WIAC are illustrated on the next several figures using transonic data 
for two different airfoils. Sample data and WIAC results for NACA 0012 airfoils 
of three chord lengths and CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoils of two chord lengths are 
discussed. The relative sizes of the models with respect to the test sections in 
which they were tested are given in Table 111; also indicated are tunnel half- 
height to chord ratios, model aspect ratios, model thickness ratios, and 
references for both the data and WIAC results. As indicated earlier in 
discussing the present transonic WIAC concept, both the measured lift and drag 
are constrained; therefore, corrections to Mach number and angle-of-attack 
generally produce only small changes (due to the dynamic pressure rescaling) in 
CR and Cd, Cd being measured via the wake rake. Thus, the angle-of-attack 
correction, ha, is seen on a lift curve plot (C versus a )  as an a shift at 
almost constant C whereas the Mach number correction, AM, is seen on a drag 
rise plot (cd versus M) as an M shift at almost constant cd' For a ventilated 2- 
D airfoil tunnel designed at near minimum classical blockage, the Mach number 
correction is generally small up to near the drag rise Mach number and above 
unless the contribution from the SWBL effect is large. 
II 
R 
Shown in Figure 4 are the results of applying the 2-D WIAC to data from the 
adaptive-wall 0.3-m TCT for two different size models. The data shown were 
obtained during the adaptation sequence from unadapted to fully-adapted. These 
are lift curve plots and therefore illustrate the cororections to angle-of-attack 
at the nominal test conditions of MT=0.65, = 2 , and Rec = 9x106 on two 
different size NACA 0012 airfoils, h/c = 1.0 and h/c = 0.5. Data are shown as 
symbols for seven different model/tunnel configurations (though not all 
distinguishable at this scale) and these represent seven different tunnel wall 
interferences. The uncorrected data are shown in the upper left hand plot, 
having different C at the same nominal test a. The solid curve, shown on all 
plots in this figure, is the free-air Navier-Stokes solution obtained from the 
code of Swanson and Turkel (ref. 80). The first application of WIAC (1st pass) 
assumes that the far upstream flow direction at the upper and lower wall 
positions is known and is used in the upstream boundary condition. As can be 
seen in the upper right hand plot, the angle-of-attack correction makes the lift- 
curve slopes for the two models approximately the same, but the curves themselves 
appear to have been displaced from one another. Successive applications of the 
WIAC procedure (passes) with improving estimates of the upstream flow direction 
(as deduced from the alignment of the computed and real model camber lines) 
produce angle-of-attack corrections which tend to collapse the two sets of data 
around the Navier-Stokes free-air solution. The interference and thus 
corrections were greatest for the larger model (h/c = 0.5, the 13" chord model in 
the 13" high AWTS) at the highest lift level; three WIAC passes were required to 
produce an acceptable correction. 
a 
R 
The results of applying the 2-D WIAC to data from the slotted-wall test 
section of the 0.3-m TCT for two different size CAST 10-2/DOA 2 airfoils are 
shown in Figure 5. These are.,,drag-rise curves and thus illustrate the Mach 
number corrections which are directly related to the SWBL interference and our 
approximation of it. The uncorrected data, plotted at the left, shows distinctly 
different drag-rise Mach numbers for the two different size models. Application 
of WIAC with the Rarnwell-Sewall (ref. 75) SWBL approximation produces Mach 
number corrections which tend to spread, rather than collapse the curves at the 
drag rise as shown in the center plot. The Murthy (ref. 76) SWBL approximation 
includes a model aspect-ratio factor and reduces to the Barnwell-Sewall 
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approximation in the limit AR + 0 ,  I narrov tuimel. It can be seen in the plot 
at the right that the knee of the drag-rise curves are most nearly collapsed, 
tending to define the same drag-rise Mach number. 
Shown in Figure 6 are the results of applying the 2-D WIAC to data €or  the 
NACA 0012 airfoil in several sizes from both slotted-wall and fully adapted-wall 
test sections of the 0.3-m TCT. Both uncorrected and corrected data For lift 
curves vs. a) and drag-rise curves (cd vs. M) are shown in Figures  6a and 6h, 
respectivefy. The free-air Navier-Stokes results shown as the solid line are 
obtained from the code described in reference 80. The WIAC results utilized the 
SWBL approximation of Murthy (ref. 76). Again, the corrected data are collapsed 
and correlate well with the free-air result at the corrected conditions. Note 
also that the angle-of-attack and Mach number corrections are larger for the 
slotted-wall data. 
(C 
WIAC APPLICATIONS TO CONFIGURATION (3-D) DATA 
/ 
There are several fundamental differences between 2-D and 3-D transonic 
testing techniques and practices which have important implications for the WIAC 
procedures. Two of these differences are the amount of data measured and the 
following section and contrasted with the 2-D case discussed previously. 
I means of model support. These will be discussed for the 3-D case in the 
As already mentioned, several applications of linear WIAC procedures t o  3-D 
tunnel data have appeared in the literature. The 3-D nonlinear WIAC results 
shown in the last section here, for the Pathfinder I in the NTF, are the first 
such results, as far as we know, to be published. 
I 
3-D Test Techniques Affecting WIAC 
I Table IV gives the testing factors affecting 3-D WIAC. Typical model sizes 
for transonic testing are generally governed by the model wing span, 2b, lift 
level, o r  body length. This results in solid blockage ratios of 1/2 to 1 
percent; i.e., much less than 2-D airfoil tunnels. Thus, wing-section chord 
lengths are less than those in 2-D tunnels, and even when pressure distributions 
are measured, the resolution is not as good. Furthermore, there are seldom more 
than a few chordwise rows of pressure taps so that the resulting 2-D C arrays on 
the model are indeed very sparse. In fact, €or many tests no mole1 surface 
pressures are taken. For most tests, force balances are installed in the model 
o r  sting mount so that model aerodynamic forces are available. Thus, most 3-D 
WIAC procedures are constructed assuming that model pressures will not be 
available to be used as an inverse internal boundary condition. The model 
description must come from its geometry and the measured forces if it is required 
by the WIAC procedure. Figure 7a shows typical wing pressure coefficient data 
from the Pathfinder I model in the NTF. The dashed lines in the Cp distribution 
indicate missing data at the leading and trailing edges. Where data are taken, 
on six spanwise wing stations in this case, as indicated at the left, the signal 
(to noise) strength is good. 
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Measured 2-D field data arrays on interfaces near (or on) all walls are 
generally required by the 3-D WIAC procedures. Such large amounts of data are 
not going to be taken routinely and even those data which are taken generally 
have small signal (to noise) strength. This is illustrated in Figure 7b, where 
NTF wall pressure data, taken for a Pathfinder I test point, are shown along the 
top, bottom, and sidewall centerlines. As indicated at the left, the top and 
bottom wall data are taken on the centerlines of three slats, whereas the two 
sidewall pressure tap rows off the centerline are in the solid blanks covering 
the region reserved for the sidewall slots. The 2-D data arrays are indeed 
sparse, and the "noise" is evident; more will be said about this aspect later. 
Measurement of 2-D arrays of the flow angularity, 0 ,  or boundary interface 
normal velocities near the walls is extremely difficult. The small blockage 
coupled with the 3-D relief effect implies very small signal strength. Thus the 
present 3-D WIAC procedures do not rely on such arrays of flow data. However, 
several simultaneous flow angularity measurements or  frequent model inverted runs 
may be required in order to properly assess the upstream flow angularity which 
effectively appears in the boundary data or as integration constants. 
The model support effects and resulting interference in 3-D testing are 
varied, depending on both the facility and test data desired. In semispan model 
testing there is generally one SWBL interaction at the root station. For 
transonic flow conditions where shock waves impinge upon this SWBL, the true 3-D 
effects are modified. In the WIAC procedure, measured Cp data, rather than a 
symmetry condition, should be used for the mounting-wall boundary condition. The 
usual means for supporting full-span models is a sting at the rear of the model 
generally through the fuselage. The model support can also be done via blade 
mount into the fuselage bottom or from the top at the vertical tail. These 
latter two arrangements, as well as some high angle-of-attack testing, require 
more complicated bent stings. The support interference can thus differ from test 
to test and, even though not generally considered to be wall interference, is 
certainly part of the tunnel environment interference. At transonic flow speeds, 
one may not be able to decompose or separately account for all of the individual 
interferences; therefore, the concept of tunnel interference may be the most 
proper. 
\ 
DesBgn criteria for 3-D transonic test sections vary even though most of the 
conventional ones are now ventilated. Again the relatively small blockage and 
3-D relief effects make the classical minimum blockage criteria of lesser 
importance than in the airfoil tunnel. Adaptive-wall test sections specifically 
designed for 3-D testing have been at the pilot-size, with the one exception 
being the "rubber-wall'' subsonic tunnel of the DFVLR (ref. 59) .  Several 2-D 
adaptive-wall tunnels have been used for testing 3-D models (ref. 591, and the 
criterion to which the 2-D wall is adapted varies. In these latter facilities, 
there will surely be residual interference, for which one needs a 3-D WIAC 
procedure. The two measured-variable array WIAC procedures may be better suited 
€or this task. The last paper in this symposium (ref. 8 5 )  gives results for a 
semi-span wing tested in the 2-D AWTS of the 0.3- TCT. 
Description of 3-D Codes 
Some features of the 3-D WIAC codes being developed for use in the NTF and 
to be discussed here are given in Table V. The left column lists the code 
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characteristics to be covered whereas the next three columns give those 
characteristics for the WIAC codes PANCOR, TUNCOR, and EUCOR3D respectively. 
PANCOR is based on linear-theory panel methods whereas TUNCOR and EUCOR3D are 
based on nonlinear flow equations. 
The PANCOR code was developed by Kemp (refs. 49-51) in order to simulate the 
slotted-wall boundary flow features better than would be possible by using only 
the sparsely measured C distributions alone. Figure 8 depicts the types of 
singularity panels and networks used in PANCOR for the tunnel boundaries. Tt can 
be seen that the finite length, discrete, segmented source lines are used to 
simulate the slots; their strength is governed by the sparsely measured slotted- 
wall C distributions. Panel representations are used to simulate the solid 
surfaces (slats between the slots, sidewalls, and reentry flaps) as well as to 
enforce unperturbed outer flow and flow through the end planes of the test 
section. In addition, other tunnel features such as variable wall divergence, 
reentry flap settings, model sting, and sting support sector are also treated in 
PANCOR. Sample results from the application of this code to NTF data are shown 
later. 
P 
P 
The TUNCOR code was developed by Rizk, et a1 (refs. 45-48) in order to 
provide a (nonlinear) transonic WIAC capability for the NTF. As indicated i n  
Table V, this code is based upon numerical vertical Line overrelaxation (VLOR) 
solutions of 3-D TSDE's, analogous to the 2-D procedure previously discussed. 
The grid and boundary conditions are the 3-D extensions of those depicted €or  the 
2-D WIAC in Figure 2. The sparsely measured C distribution data on all of the 
walls are enriched and interpolated onto the outer boundary grid for the tunnel 
flow calculation in the WIAC procedure. Sample results from the application of 
this code to NTF data are also shown later. 
LJ 
P 
The EUCOR3D code was also developed by Rizk et a1 (refs. 52, 53) in order to 
overcome some of the approximations inherent in the TSDE formulation of TUNCOR 
and to provide benchmark corrections against which more approximate WIAC codes 
could be evaluated. As indicated in the right column of Table V, EUCOR3D i s  
based upon the Euler equations which are solved by an efficient numerical 
algorithm on an H-H body fitted grid. Figure 9 depicts this grid for a wing-body 
configuration; both symmetry plane and spanwise section cuts through the grid 
near the model are shown; the final shearing transformations to the outer flat 
tunnel-wall boundaries have not been included here. This code is still being 
debugged and adapted into a partially automated procedure; it has not yet been 
applied to real tunnel data. 
Sample Results €or  NTF Data 
WIAC results relevant to the NTF which are discussed here include numerical 
simulations of the Pathfinder T model in NTF-sized ideal tunnels, assessment o €  
the "tunnel-empty'' interference using NTF calibration data, and initial 
corrections of Pathfinder I data taken i n  the NTF. The size of the Pathfinder I 
model with respect t o  the NTF was that of a typical transport configuration €or  
testing at high-subsonic speeds with little wall interference according to 
I conventional guidelines. It was a 0.5% solid-blockage model. The only data 
published to date for both the NTF calibration and Pathfinder T tests ate given 
in reference 58 ,  the first talk in this symposium. 
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Numerically Simulated Pathfinder I in Ideal Tunnels 
Numerical simulation of the Pathfinder I model in NTF-size ideal tunnels was 
performed in order to bracket and size the wall-interference corrections to be 
expected in the NTF. The open-jet and solid-wall outer boundary conditions 
represent the two extremes of a slotted-wall and, according to classical 3-D wall 
interference theory, produce corrections AM and ha which bracket those for the 
ideal slotted wall. The numerical simulations were carried out using various 
options of the TUNCOR 3-D WIAC procedure; values of AM and Aa which were 
obtained are given in Table VI. The NTF test section design criterion was to 
eliminate lift interference with all four walls slotted, according to an 
empirically correlated ideal slotted-wall theory (ref. 8 6 ) .  Currently, the NTF 
sidewall slots are closed; therefore, the current configuration should appear to 
be somewhat closed. It can be seen from Table VI that the numerically simulated 
open-jet and solid-wall test section results bound those for the NTF slotted-wall 
configuration which were obtained from classical theory. This classical theory 
calculation also shows the present NTF configuration to be somewhat closed. 
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the WIAC corrections for these ideal 
open-jet and solid-wall tunnel results, in particular, those for the flow 
parameters CL and the size of the embedded region of supersonic floz above the 
wing. The simulated test conditions are % = 0.82 and a = 1.93 . The lift 
curve, shown in Figure 10(a), is not sensitive to the Mach number correction, 
AM, so the effect of the angle-of-attack correctioon, ha, is readily seen. The 
baseline free-air curve, over approximately a 0.6 range, is established by the 
three open circles connected by the solid line; the open-jet and solid-wall 
tunnel solutions at the nominal a are seen to lie below and above the free-air 
curve, respectively. When the WlkC is applied, these results are shifted by 
Aa as indicated and lie very near the free-air curve. Figure 10(b) is more 
complicated since the size of the embedded supersonic flow region (bubble) 
depends upon both M and a (AM and Aa). The free-air solution surface for this 
parameter versus M and a is denoted by the five open circles connected by solid 
lines, traces for M = % (with a variable) and a = a (with M variable). At 
the nominal tunnel conditions, MT and a the open-jet and solid-wall tunnel 
results lie below and above the free-air surface respectively. Upon correction 
by the  WIAC procedure, the  r e s u l t s  are s e e n  to c l o s e l y  approach the  free-air 
surface from below and above, respectively. 
T 
T 
T' 
Typical NTF Calibration Data 
Recall from the earlier discussion on the WIAC concept that calibration 
tests are performed to assess the "tunnel-empty" Mach number, AMo, and flow 
angularity, Aao, offsets (corrections) which must be applied to the reference 
values deduced from the measured data in order to arrive at the test conditions, 
MT and a Conventional wall-interference corrections, and AayI, are then 
deemed td' be those attributable to the wall after considerat on of the 
calibration offsets. The WIAC procedure can be applied with or without the 
calibration; however, some subtle differences need to be considered. Kemp (ref. 
5 1 )  has discussed the philosophy of WIAC without regard to needing the tunnel 
calibration, structured the PANCOR procedure accordingly and, thus, obtains 
tunnel corrections (or more properly, interference fields) which correspond to 
and Aa plus the effect of calibration offsets. AMWI WI -
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In the NTF, test-section wall-divergence (convergence) angles can be varied 
in order to provide the capability for maintaining zero Mach number gradient 
through the "empty" test section over the wide range of Mach and Reynolds numbers 
achievable. Typical wall-angle settings for uniform tunnel-empty Mach number 
through the test section as well as the Mach number offsets (corrections) from 
the reference values are determined in the tunnel calibration as a function of 212 
and Re. During this calibration, wall pressure data were taken so that the WIAC 
codes could be used to assess the calibration. Application of WIAC procedures to 
calibration data provides information about the tunnel-empty flow and effects due 
to variable tunnel-geometry parameters. Such studies have been made using the 
PANCOR code and are reported in reference 51. An example of the PANCOR WIAC 
analysis for two sample NTF calibration points is shown in Figure 11. The 
distribution of flow angle along the tunnel centerline is shown. The upstream 
test-section flow angularity was assumed to be zero and, accorging t o  the WIAC 
code, a downwash is being produced which amounts to about 0.1 at the nominal 
model location. This occurs for both MT = 0.6 and 0.8. 
Results from both TUNCOR and PANCOR WIAC analyses of calibration data from 
the NTF for nominal tunnel Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.8 at a Reynolds number of 
4x106/ft are given in Table VTI. Here, the WTAC results are compared with the 
experimental values of AM from the tunnel calibration and Aa obtained from 
lifting models tested in both the upright and inverted positions (ref. 58). The 
first row of results (where the upstream upwash velocity, v is set to zero) is 
from the first pass. Both WIAC codes assess, from the measured wall-pressure 
signatures used in the boundaryoconditions, that the upstream part of the test 
section is generating about 0.1 downwash, indicating either (a) that value at 
the model position, or (b) a non-zero upwash at the upstream end of the test 
section. As can be seen from the model upright and invertei tests, the f l o w  
angularity in the vicinity of the model location is about 0.01 upwash. When an 
upwash equal to the negative of that at the model location obtained from the 
first pass is used as the upstream value in the second pass (i.e., v = 
-Aa ) then the second pass WIAC assessments show zero o r  small positive upwash 
at tke model. Without an independently measured flow angularity somewhere in the 
test section during the test, this second pass through WIAC cannot be any more 
meaningful than the first pass; a flow angle criterion must be satisfied 
somewhere in the test section in order to have properly aligned the flow and 
deduce an angle-of-attack correction. These calibration points, using the 
upright and inverted model data, give the "zero-lift'' value for this upstream 
flow angularity; it should be measured during the tunnel run f o r  each data point. 
UP ' 
UP 
Typical NTF Pathfinder I Data 
The NTF Pathfinder I data used here for assessment by the WIAC procedures 
had been reduced before the tunnel calibration had been included in the tunnel 
data-reduction process. Thus, the reference values of static pressure and 
corresponding values of Mach number and dynamic pressure were used to compute C , 
etc. in the data reduction. This is evident in Figure 12, where tunnel sideway1 
centerline C data are shown. It can be seen that the far upstream values of the 
C from the model wall-pressure signature, denoted by the solid symbols, do not 
vanish. In addition, these model signature Cp data show a scatter estimated to 
be about k0.003 which is larger than the indicated gauge accuracy and therefore 
due perhaps to local wall or pressure tap imperfections. When the calibration 
run ("tunnel-empty") wall-pressure signature at the same tunnel M and Re is 
P 
P 
subtracted (as a tare) from the model wall-pressure signature, the data denoted 
by the open symbols (model-no model) are obtained. It can be seen in taking such 
a tare correction of the wall C data, that one must make a corresponding Mach 
number correction or accounting 'and also (perhaps) an unknown flow angularity 
correction. 
The WIAC codes have been run with both tared and untared data in the outer 
boundary condition. The formulation of the PANCOR code was made assuming that 
one should not make such tare corrections since one is in effect subtracting out 
part of the tunnel interference present in the test data point. On the other 
hand, boundary conditions presently in the TUNCOR code seem to be more 
appropriate, particularly at the upstream and downstream ends of the test 
section, to properties exhibited by the tared wall-pressure signature. Details 
and conclusions relating to this matter are still being investigated in both WIAC 
codes. A s  has been seen, both codes give very good assessment of the tunnel 
calibration, where one must use the untared signature. 
-
Sample PANCOR code results for AM are presented as a contour plot &n the 
wing-plane on Figure 13. The data were taken at % = 0.6 ,  a = 4 . 3  , and 
Re- = 2x106 and the WIAC results are for no tare correction of the tunnel wall 
C signature. Tt can be seen that the principal part of the correction is that P due to the tunnel calibration, -0.0037, as previously quoted in Table VII. The 
AM deviations from this value over the model are seen to be an order of 
magnitude smaller, tending to confirm the NTF slotted-wall test section design 
results given in Table VI. 
T 
C 
Sample TUNCOR code results showing the influence of Aa on the lift curves 
at M = 0.6 and 0.8 for Re- = 2x10 are given in Figure 14. The tunnel-wall Cp 
signature used in the WfAC boundary condition is that "tared" using the 
corresponding calibration wall signature. It can be seen that the angle-of- 
attack corrections are indeed small and positive for positive %. This also 
agrees with the NTF slotted-wall tunnel design estimates based on classical 
theory and given in Table VI. However, the small size of these corrections does 
not necessarily mean that they are of no concern o r  consequence. The sensitivity 
of the supercritical flow on the Pathfinder I wing to such small changes in the 
tunnel Mach number and angle of attack was demonstrated in reference 58.  
6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Several general conclusions are drawn here for the WIAC applications to both 
2-D and 3-D transonic wind-tunnel data. Recall that a number of specific 
findings (conclusions) fo r  the 2-D nonlinear WIAC have already been given in the 
section of this paper concerning application to the 0.3-m TCT airfoil data. 
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General conclusions with respect to the 2-D airfoil-tunnel WIAC are: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
8. 
(a) The nonlinear, 4-wall, posttest WIAC procedures offer a means for 
assessing and correcting transonic wind-tunnel data to accuracies 
approaching present-day requirements for airfoil test results. 
(b) At transonic flow conditions with very large regions of supercritical 
flow, the complicated 3-D sidewall boundary-layer interaction is 
inadequately modelled by simple approximations; further work is 
required for this aspect. 
General conclusions with respect to the 3-D configuration-tunnel WIAC are: 
A high degree of quality is needed in the wall C signature data since 
the signal (to noise) is small relative to &at from 2-D airfoil 
tunnels. 
For one measured-data, Cp, array WIAC procedures, some flow angle data, 
taken during the model test runs, is also required. 
The nonlinear 3-D WIAC is just now being applied to real 3-D transonic 
data while the transonic limits of applicability of the linear 3-D WIAC 
are still being investigated; initial results from both procedures are 
encouraging. 
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Table  I. Approaches t o  Es t ab l i sh ing  Corrected Transonic  Wind Tunnel 
T e s t  Condi t ions 
CONVENTIONAL TUNNEL 
Test Data Point: Mrefs aref 
Mach Number Calibration: AM, -+ MT = Mref + AM, 
Flow Angle Survey OR 
Model Upright/lnverted: Aa, 7) aT = aref + Aao 
Wall Interference: AMwi M, = MT -+ AMwl 
(modeVwall interaction) Actw, + cx, = a T  + Aawl 
W IAC 
Tunnel Interference: AMWIAC + Mc = M? + AMWIAC 
AaWIAC + = OL? + AaWIAC 
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Table TI. Transonic Testing Factors Affect ing WIAC for  2-D A i r f o i l  
Tunne 1 
. 
chord 
length Airfoil Section 
NACA 0012 6" 
6.5" 
13" 
CAST 1 0 - m A  2 3" 
6" 
MEASURED MODEL DATA 
1-D C, arrays with good resolution 
Drag rake for C, 
MEASURED FIELD DATA 
1 -D C, arrays with good resolution and signal 
1 -D 0 arrays are difficult to measure 
One 0 required with C, array 
MODEL SUPPORT EFFECT 
Two SWBL interactions 
Flow may not be 2-D 
TEST SECTION DESIGN 
Ventilated, generally near minimum blockage 
Adaptive 
Data WIAC 
ref. ref. 
ha'f- model 
chord (2b/c) 
thickness height to AR 
to chord test section 
ollc) 
size type 
7- 
.12 8"x 24" sw 2.0 1.33 81.82 40 
.12 13"x 13" AW 1.0 2.00 42.43 
.I2 13"x 13" AW 0.5 1 .00 42.43 
.121 8"x 24" sw 4.0 2.61 84 40.44 
.121 8"x 24" SW 2.0 1.33 83 40,44 
Table I l l .  Relat ive S izes  of 0.3-m TCT Test Sections and A i r f o i l  
Models Used for  Sample 2-D Results 
Table I V .  Transonic Testing Factors Affect ing WIAC for  3-D 
Configuration Tunnel 
MEASURED MODEL DATA 
2-D C, arrays with sparse resolution OR none 
Force balances 
MEASURED FIELD DATA 
2-D C, arrays wl sparse resolution and small signal 
2-0 0 arrays are very difficult to measure 
Several e's required with C, array 
MODEL SUPPORT EFFECT 
One SWBL interaction for semi-span models 
Stinglsector interference 
TEST SECTION DESIGN 
Ventilated, criterion varies 
Pilot adaptive 
84 1 
m 
u 
4 
H 
5 
P 
I m 
W 
0 
C 
0 
.d 
U a 
d 
Ld u 
v) 
Q) 
D 
a c 
0 z 
? 
P 
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TUNNEL 
open-jet 
solid-wall 
classical theory 
for NTF Slot design 
finite TS length 
Table VII. WIAC Results for Two NTF Calibration Data Points at 
Re = 4x106/ft. 
CORRECTIONS 
- 
AM Aa 
-0.00063 -0.1 2693 
+0.00127 +0.20445 
+0.00030 +0.00612 
+0.00050 +0.00612 
CONDITIONS 
MT vup 
I I !  I !I !I I 
0.6 I 0 11 -0.0035 I -0.1328 11 -0.0037 I -0.0866 11 -0.0034 I =+0.01 
TUNCOR PANCOR EXP. 
AM AM 1 Aa* AM I Aa I Aa 
I -Aal 11 -0.0034 I +0.0177 11 -0.0037 I 0 II I 
0.8 I 0 11 -0.0038 I -0.1117 11 -0.0042 I -0.1016 II -0.0038 I =+0.01 
I 1 -Aal 11 -0.0039 I +0.0153 11 -0.0042 I 0 !I I 1 
* 
obtained from model upright and inverted tests 
TUNNEL COMPUTER 
TAKE ADDITIONAL SOLVES EQUIVALENT FINDS BEST 
WALL MEASUREMENTS I N V I S C I D  TUNNEL FLOW FREE-AIR MATCH 
---- 
~ M E A S U R E M E N T  
23 l N V l  SCI  D SHAPE - 
CORRECTIONS TO M AND a 
MEASURE OF RESIDUAL INTERFERENCE 
Figure 1. - Schematic of 2-D transonic WIAC concept. 
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Figure 2. - Upper half-plane of Cartesian grid for 2-D TSDE WIAC code. 
A I RFO I L D I STR I BUT1 ON 
Vert. Scale: ACp /c = 1.9 
WALL DISTRIBUTIONS 
Vert. Scale: ACp /c = 0.052 
Figure 3. - Sample 0.3-m TCT slgtted-wall and airfoil C distributions; 6 p  MT = 0.765, a = 2 , c = 6", Rec = 6x10 . T 
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.5 
Cl [d 
uncorrected 
0 
0 h/C = 0.5 1st pass 
0 h/c= 1.0 
- Free Air .5 
Navier Stokes Ydrs yp7 Cl 
OO 4 0 4 
a, deg. a, deg. 
Figure 4. - Sample results for 2-D TSDE WIAC application to NACA 0012 
airfoil data from the 0.3- TCT w&th partially adapted walls; 
6 Lift curves at = 0.65, a = 2 , Rec = 9x10 T 
o hlc = 2.0 
0 h/C - 4.0 
, 
.M .70 .w .O 
M d  
. I  .  
* .  I ,  *  
: :  
Barnwell-Sewall SWBL . .  
i i  
Figure 5. - Sample results for 2-D TSDE WIAC application to CAST 10-2/ 
DOA 2 airfoil data from the 0.3- TCT with slotted walls; 
Drag-rise curves at CQ = 0.5, Rec = 15~10~. 
845 I 
Uncorrected *'I- 
CI 
1 ,  
? 
-4 0 4 
r 
corrected 
J 
-4 0 4 
a, deg. a, deg. 
(a) L i f t  cu rves  a t  % = 0.76. 
0 0 Adapted, h/c - 0.5 
Q rn Adapted, h/c - 1.0 
o 8 Slotted, h/c - 2.0 
Free Air, Navier-Stokes 
2.0 
8 
uncorrected corrected 
3 
1 
:*, 
1 1 
.7 .8 % - .6 .7 .8 .6 
Mref Mcorr 
(b)  Drag-r ise  cu rves  a t  C = 0.2. 
k 
F i g u r e  6 .  - Sample r e s u l t s  f o r  2-D TSUE WIAC a p p l i c a t i o n  t o  NACA 0012 
a i r f o i l  d a t a  from t h e  0.3m TCT w i t h  s l o t t e d  and fu l ly -adap ted  
walls a t  Rec = 9 ~ 1 0 ~ .  
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II 
I 
Vert. Scale: AC,/C = 2.0 
(a) Model wing Cp distribution 
MOOEL 
t----------l 
E 
H 
Vert. Scale: A C ~ E  = 0.0045 
(b) Tunnel wall centerline C distributions P 
Figure 7. - Sample NTg slotted-wall - and model C distributions; % = 0.8, 
a = 2.2 , c = 5.74", b = 53.08", 'Re- = 2x10 . T C 
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SECMEN I ED UNIFORM 
SOURCE AND 
DOUBLE - 1. -7 
TI I PANEL 
' 1 1  I 
BILINEAR SOURCE PANEL ,b
NETWORK 
UNIFORM 
Figure 8. - Singularities representing the tunnel boundaries in the 3-D 
panel method WIAC code PANCOR. 
Symmetry plane Spanwise cut 
Figure 9. - Body-fitted H-H grid about wing-body configuration for the 
3-D Euler equation WIAC code EUCOR3D. 
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I I 1 
1.5 2.0 2.5 
a, deg. 
(a) Lift curve, CL versus a. 
0 
0 
0 
4 
FREE-AIR 
OPEN-JET 
SOLID-WALL 
WlAC CORRECTED 
WlAC CORRECTED 
L 
M 
* (.820,1.63") 
(b) Size of embedded supersonic flow region versus M and a. 
Figure 10. - Numerically simulated wall corrections for the Pathfinger I 
model in NTF-size ideal tunnels; % = 0.82, 
CL = 0.452. 
aT = 1.93 , 
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0.2 
tunnel station, 11. 
M T  = 0.6 
M, = 0.8 
- 
- - - -  
Figure 11. - Sample results for 3-D PANCOR WIAC application to calibration 
data from the NTF; Distribution of flow angularity along the 
tunnel centerline at Re = 4x106/ft- 
+ Model Signature 
0 Model - No Model 
+0.05 
AChd - f0.003 
1 - 
cP 0.0 7- 
- f0.0008 POW@ AC 0 -0.05 
MODEL - 
Figure 12. - Sample NTF sidewall centerline distribution for the 
Pathfinder I model,owith arid out calibration data as tare; 
% = 0.8, UT = 2.2 , Re- = 2x10 . 
C 
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AM interval = O.OOOIO 
Figure 13. - Sample results for 3-D PANCOR WIAC application to Pathfinder I 
data fromothe NTF; Con&our plot of AM at = 0.6, 
a = 4.3 , Re- = 2x10 
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Figure 14. - Sample results for 3-D TUNCOR WIAC application to Pathfinder I 
data from t e NTF; Lift curves at MT = 0.6 and 0.8, b Re- = 2x10 . I 
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